
Walsall 1-3 PNE, match report by Liz Owen, 810 words. 

Preston North End U18s moved one step closer to securing the league title after defeating third-

placed Walsall 3-1 at the Birmingham County FA Ground. 

Matt Dudley’s second half brace sealed the victory for North End, after Aaron Williams had cancelled 

out Will Hayhurst’s stunning free-kick. 

The result means the Lilywhites extend their lead over second-placed Burnley to four points ahead 

of their final game of the season against Wigan. 

It took 38 minutes for Preston to break the deadlock, but it was a goal well worth the wait. Ben 

Davies was fouled by Kieron Morris to win North End a free kick 20 yards from goal and Hayhurst, 

who remained a thorn in Walsall’s side throughout, stepped up to curl the ball past Liam Maher into 

the top left hand corner. 

A relatively even first half had seen plenty of chances for either side. Preston were unlucky not to be 

2-0 up at half time after Maher somehow managed to scoop a Brandon Zibaka shot from his goal 

line, following good work down the left flank by Adam Thurston. 

At the other end of the field, Williams and Dan Griffiths both sent headers narrowly wide inside the 

first five minutes for Walsall, while the in-form Jordan Watson made a fantastic double save from 

Morris and Ben George. 

Zibaka came close again with an angled shot which whistled past the post as North End began to 

look the more dangerous of the two sides, picking up where they left off after the interval. 

Naim El-Harrati, enjoying a much improved second half performance, wove his way into enemy 

territory and set up Zibaka, whose close-range effort was soft but still required a full-stretch save 

from Maher. 

Walsall, however, drew level shortly before the hour mark. Daniel Forbes managed to skilfully head 

clear an incoming cross but the home side regained possession shortly afterwards and the ball 

reached Williams outside the box, who unleashed a low strike past a hapless Watson. 

The equaliser appeared to inspire Walsall somewhat, but Preston dealt well with their advances, 

Thurston making a brilliant interception to halt a counter-attack. 

Zibaka was shown a yellow card after 57 minutes for barging into Maher while attempting to chase 

down the ball, but it failed to dampen his enthusiasm as he attempted the same feat four minutes 

later; this time, without managing to impede the goalkeeper. 

As Preston kept up the pressure, Dudley showed initiative to win a corner after advancing on a 

Walsall defender, and El-Harrati’s deflected cross earned North End another. 

From this set-piece, Preston re-claimed their lead on the 65th minute. Hayhurst’s shot was spilled 

straight to Forbes, and the defender reacted quickly to knock the ball across to Dudley, who had the 

simple task of slotting home from a few yards out. 



Watson kept his side in the game with two strong stops to twice deny Malvind Benning, the first 

after the Walsall left-back had been allowed space to venture forwards. 

Preston then went 3-1 up on the 77th minute, with the assist coming from inside their own half. A 

deep free-kick from El-Harrati was met perfectly by Dudley, who squeezed a header between Maher 

and his near post to ripple the back of the net. 

Walsall, looking for a route back into the game, found themselves in a promising position after 

Davies conceded a free kick, but Watson leapt to his right to force away a fierce strike by Morris. 

Zibaka almost wrapped it up for North End late on after managing to intercept the rebound from his 

initial shot and guide it over a stranded Maher with his head, but Walsall were quick to clear the 

danger. 

Hayhurst made way for Matt Greenwood in the final minutes of the game as Preston maintained 

their advantage until the full-time whistle. 

Youth team manager Jamie Hoyland claimed the game involved ‘the two best sides in the league’ 

and was pleased that his team managed to edge what was an exciting contest. “We could have had 

the game wrapped up early in the second half,” he said. “We missed chances, and to be fair to 

Walsall they came back into it. We just put a little bit of pressure on them and managed to grab the 

two goals to win it.” 

Striker Will Hayhurst, meanwhile, was delighted with his first half strike, which brings his goal tally 

into double figures. “I think it’s the first free kick I’ve taken all season!” he said. “It’s just one of 

those where it comes off today and I’m really happy with it, and I managed to get my tenth goal.” 

He also acknowledged just how important the victory was, adding, “It’s the biggest game of the 

season and it puts pressure on Burnley to win their games. Hopefully Burnley will slip up and we can 

go on and win the league.” 

PNE: Watson, Kuba-Kuba, Thurston, Middleton, Forbes, Davies, Zibaka, Croasdale (C), Dudley, El-

Harrati, Hayhurst (Greenwood, 87). Subs: Scurry, James, Draffi, Greenwood. 

Walsall: Maher, George, Benning, Botfield, Tank, Cresswell, Wellings, Dobson, A Williams, Griffiths 

(Flanagan, 80), Morris. Subs: Flanagan, C Williams, Heath, Preston, Hobbis. 


